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Gottfried Wolfgang
von Friedeburg, Robert König, Hans-Joachim Rode-Breymann, Susanne Meumann, Markus Rinke, Stefan Hengerer, Mark Keller, Katrin Babel, Rainer Gersmann, Gudrun Schmale, Wolfgang Reichardt ... Staffan ...
Indian Merchants and Eurasian Trade, 1600–1750
To this day, experts like to describe Johann Wolfgang von Goethe as a universal genius ... Goethe’s companions were the poet, Johann Gottfried Herder, as well as the playwright, Friedrich Schiller, ...
Driven by curiosity and the lust for life
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe into one taken over by Hitler. Citizens of all classes followed the orders of Adolph Hitler, snitching on neighbours, turning in Jews ...
What is malignant normality and why should you care?`
In this very first edition of DW Festival Concert, we embark on a trip to the Mozart festival at Würzburg’s magnificent Baroque palace with Cristina Burack.
100 years of the Mozart festival in Würzburg
He makes Warren Beatty look like Gilbert Gottfried. So, he steers his Giants ... theory that there are no two funnier first names than "Wolfgang" and "Klaus," and he's probably right.
Magic Monday: Somebody has to lose
The philosopher Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz was well‑versed in mathematics ... The Association's members also include research museums. Wolfgang Mulke works in Berlin as a freelance correspondent for a ...
The universal approach to research becomes more important
¹ How most of the governments of the Republic understood the provisions was perhaps most accurately expressed by Wolfgang Reichardt of the Ministry ... a machinist by trade, and Gottfried Feder, an ...
Social Conservatism and the Middle Class in Germany, 1914-1933
Chrupalla won with 55 percent of the vote in the second leadership ballot, beating hardliner Gottfried Curio in a run-off ... One of Meuthen’s challengers for the leadership was Wolfgang Gedeon, a ...
A far-right German wolf dons sheep’s clothing
In Gottfried Benn’s philosophical dialogue “Drei alte Männer ... Der Kluge hörts nicht gern”: Goethe, Warfare, and Faust II It is well established that Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749–1832) was no ...
Enlightened War: German Theories and Cultures of Warfare from Frederick the Great to Clausewitz
Comte de Buffon (1707–1788), Petrus Camper (1722–1789), Johann Gottfried Herder (1744–1803), and Johann Friedrich Blumenbach (1752–1840) advocated the view that humanity consisted of one... When ...
China in the German Enlightenment
283-296) Alan V. Deardorff and Robert M. Stern In his Introduction toEquilibrium and Growth in the World Economy: Economic Essays by Ragnar Nurkse, Gottfried Haberler concluded that: The Wicksell ...
Ragnar Nurkse (1907-2007): Classical Development Economics and its Relevance for Today
According to Johann Gottfried Walther, writing in 1732, the reason for the name is that "it sounded from far off not unlike a trumpet". The English form clarinet is found as early as 1733, and the now ...
Discover Music
The musical traveler Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart crisscrossed some ... in the Imperial Hall of the Würzburg palace, with Stefan Gottfried conducting. In the final performance for today, Soprano ...

This work presents a collection of some 130 contributions covering a wide range of topics of interest to historical, theoretical and applied linguistics alike. A major theme is the development of English which is examined on several levels in the light of recent linguistic theory in various papers. The geographical dimension is also treated extensively with papers on controversial aspects of a variety of studies, as are topical linguistic matters
from a more general perspective.
This is an anthology of Gothic Literature, set within the context of contemporary criticism and readers' responses. It includes selections from the major practitioners and many of their followers, as well as contemporary reviews, private letters and diaries, chapbooks, and contemporary anecdotes about dramatic performances and the design of theatre sets. The selections provide representative samples of the major genres - historical gothic, the
Radcliffe school of terror, the Lewis school of horror, tragic melodrama, comic parody, supernatural poetry and ballads, book reviews and literary criticism and anti-Gothic polemic.

Designed to provide youth leaders with fun and wholesome recreation activities for children between the ages of 8 and 18, this handbook includes chapters on games, rainy day activities, dramatics, storytelling, songs, campfire programs, worship and devotions, and inspiration for leaders. Sheet music and lyrics to songs featured in the book are also included. This second edition includes a new chapter on nature games and activities, along with
several expanded and updated chapters from the original work. It is intended for use by anyone who works with youth in a recreation setting, from camp counselors and scoutmasters to parents and club advisors.
Devoted to moral and entertaining literature, science, and the fine arts: containing original and selected tales, moral and humorous essays, sketches of nature and of society, elegant extracts, poetry, criticism, and selections from works of history and adventure ...
Separated into four parts, Tales of a Traveller features twenty-seven works of short fiction, all catering to a sense of adventure and interest in the macabre. The first part, titled Strange Stories by a Nervous Gentleman explores the odd escapades of its protagonists. In The Adventure of a German Student, a young man meets a strange woman on a stormy night, looking for shelter. The student allows the woman to stay in his apartment for the night,
but the morning brings consequences that he never could have imagined. The second part of the collection is titled Buckthrone and his Friends and features anecdotes from the life of a man named Buckthrone while exploring the struggles and experiences of artists. In The Club of Queer Fellows, Buckthrone introduces the narrator to a lesser-known bar that acts as a hangout spot for interesting and offbeat people, such as actors and literary critics.
Titled The Italian Banditti, part three of Tales of a Traveller, follows a string of robberies and unlikely heroes. As the fourth and final part of the collection, The Money Diggers features exciting tales of pirates and curses. Based on the real historical figure, Captain William Kidd, Kidd the Pirate depicts a young man who is hired to stop the pirates, but becomes one instead. Also included in the final part of Tales of a Traveller is the famed
short story The Devil and Tom Walker. After a mysterious figure called Old Scratch offers to reveal the riches of Captain Kidd in exchange for a great price, Tom Walker is faced with a tricky decision. With tales of underdogs, mystery, horror, and adventure, Tales of the Traveller by Washington Irving guarantees delight. Set in America, Germany, and Paris, Tales of the Traveller is inclusive in setting and genre, displaying some of Washington
Irving’s best work. Featuring twenty-seven works of short fiction, and redesigned with a striking new cover and stylish font, this edition of Washington Irving’s Tales of a Traveller is accessible and perfect for a contemporary audience.

This chronicle of renowned composer Richard Wagner and his descendants features “a cast of characters who are positively operatic in their histrionics” (The Guardian). Richard Wagner was many things—composer, philosopher, philanderer, failed revolutionary, and virulent anti-Semite—and his
fascinating glimpses of Franz Liszt, Friedrich Nietzsche, Arthur Schopenhauer, Arturo Toscanini, Joseph Goebbels, Hermann Göring, and Adolf Hitler—a passionate fan of the Master’s music and an adopted uncle to Wagner’s grandchildren (The New York Times). Stretching from the revolutions of
German history” and a family whose saga is as gripping as any opera (New York Post). “Jonathan Carr’s history is formidable . . . [A] compendious and enthralling story.” —The Economist “The grandiose life of Richard Wagner—the pronouncements on art and the German soul, the petty groveling
through three generations as they fight each other for control of the Bayreuth Festival and, at opportune times, embrace, reject or sweep under the rug their forebear’s status as Nazism’s spiritual godfather. . . . Carr’s sprightly, fluent narrative places the family in its historical and
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descendants have carried on his complex legacy. In his “lively and wry” history of the legendary composer and his family, biographer Jonathan Carr also offers
1848 to the darkest days of World War II and through to the present incarnation of Wagner’s Bayreuth Festival, The Wagner Clan is “a smart, insightful look into
for money and favors, the intermittently atrocious politics and intermittently glorious music—was a tough act to follow. Carr . . . follows Wagner’s descendants
intellectual context without reducing it to the symbolic effigy it has often become.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review

